Preliminaries
We adopt the notations of [3] here. A P Q -lattice is a bounded distributive lattice P which is generated by its center B and a finite subchain 0 = e" <...< e " = 1 0 n-1 containing 0 and 1. It is denoted by P = <B,e Q ,...» e n _ 1 > -(i) e o'*'"' e n-l calle(S a chain base of P.
(ii) A P Q -lattice P is of order n, (ns2), if n is the smallest integer such that P has a chain base with n-terms.
(iii) Every element x € P can be written in the form: n-1 
PgP-lattice automorphisms
Each P Q P-lattice P = <B,e 0 ,...,e used in this section is finite and the chain base e Q ,...,e n _^ satisfies (*). (some of the terms may be empty), i=l,...,n-2. Since P = a, P = (P -P" ) (P -P. )= n-1 e l e l 2 n-2 n-1 n-2 n-2, ...,i}}), i > j. Hence, ae^ a e^ and 0 < ae^ * ae^ < a. Now, 0 < ae^ * aej < a and i < j implies ae^ i e^ and consequently a £ e^ => ej, a contradiction. where D ± (x) = xl(e A x) and D^y) = yi ^ =» y).
Let h : P -» P be defined by n-1 h(x) = ^"(DiixJJe'... holds. j=i 3 3 If (ii) holds, then ae^ = 0 implies ae^ = 0 for all 1 s j < n-2. Hence, a s e^ =» o which implies ae^! = 0 for all l s j < n-2 and consequently a s D ,(x) = D , (x)e ,!.
e n-l ! and again (c) holds.
The proof of (d): The proof follows by Lemma 2.5 and part (a) of (2) . (3) We shall prove that D'^hfx)) = h (D^x)),
] ^ by parts (d) and (c) of (2). (4) We shall prove that hfe^) = e^ for j = l,...,n-l. 
